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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which two commands can you use to troubleshoot DHCP issues?
(Choose two)
A. show ip route dhcp
B. clear ip route dhcp
C. show ip name-server
D. service dhcp
E. ip helper-address
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements are correct?
A. VPN FRR implements quick traffic switchovers if a PE becomes
faulty.
B. Both TE FRR and VPN FRR are used to protect tunnels, and
therefore they can replace each other.
C. After VPN FRR is deployed, the end-to-end service
convergence time is shorter than 1 second.
D. TE FRR Implements quick traffic switchovers if a PE becomes
faulty.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option E
D. Option C
E. Option F
F. Option D
Answer: A,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A network engineer must configure a Fibre Channel port
monitoring for the local port. The source port should be
monitored in the ingress direction. which configuration should
be implemented to achieve this objective?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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D
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